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DIDACTIC UNIT III. 
UNDERGROUND HERITAGE AND EUROPEAN 

TOURIST CAVES



In this didactic unit, different points related to underground landscape will be 
taken into account, from rocks’ formation basic concepts to karst modeling and 
cave’s formation, as well as, a selection of the main European tourist caves.



MODULE 1:
THE CAVES’ FORMATION

1.2. Carbonate rocks

1.3. Groundwater

1.4. Initial stages of karstification
1.5. Processes of phreatic and vadose regime
1.6. Cavities’ evolution

1.7. Other processes of formation

1.8. Non-karst cavities

1.1. Introduction

1.9. Karst landscapes’ evolution



Empty space inside a 
rock

1.1. Introduction

EROSION
Water stream

Ice masses’ movement

DISSOLUTION Limestone rock due to acid water

CAVE

Animal or human excavation

Two uses are 
distinguished

PHYSICAL
Home from Neanderthals

Shephers’ and hunters’ refuge

ABSTRACT
Artistic creation

Place of God’s manifestation

This science studies
underground domain,
taking into account the
physical part of the cave,
its formation, composition,
structure and the
development of its
speleothems (geological
formations), being the
most known stalactites and
stalagmites.

SPELEOLOGY

Almost the 90 % of large caves have been developed on carbonate rocks.M
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Sedimentary origin

1.2. Carbonate rocks

Accumulation of several
organic layers + Inorganic minerals

(>50%)

Depending on the sea deepness

Oceanic

Epicontinental

Continental

Deep seas

Shallow seas

Paleozoic rocks

Jurassic and  
Cretacic rocks

Large lakes and swamps

Don’t give rise to caves

M
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Geological scale

https://www.meteorologiaenred.com/el-tiempo-geologico.htm

https://www.meteorologiaenred.com/el-tiempo-geologico.html


Allochems

1.2. Carbonate rocks

Organic particle with high organization

M
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Make up by:

Intergranular 
material

Surrounded by allochems

Micrite
Bioclasts

Added grains
Peloids
Intraclasts

Extraclasts
Oolites

Oncholits

Other particles



Final stage of sedimentary cycle

1.2. Carbonate rocks

Physical changes

M
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DIAGENESIS

Take place Water exclusion
Chemical changes

Empty spaces are filled with crystals

Temperature

Light

Water agitation

Biological presence

Food sources

Will define weathering of limestone
rocks

Chemical processesPhysical processes

Pressure

Diagenesis process

Karst landscape

The weathering of limestone rocks is known as karstification.



Limestone permeability grade 

1.3. Groundwater
Process of karstification

The beginning of caves’ formation

M
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Micro-fissure network

Karst’s water reserve Direct infiltration
Rainfall

Surface water courses

Sinkholes Karst conduits

Complex hydrological system with several inputs and outputs.

Karst hydrologicall system

Geological evolve of fractures

Determines hydrogeological performance  ↑ water volumen flow inside limestone rock



1.4. Initial stages of karstification

M
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From rock until molecular level

1st reaction

 Photosynthesis and plant decomposition produce CO2.
CO2 reacts with rain water giving rise to H2CO3.
H20 + CO2 → H2CO3

2nd reaction

H2CO3 disolves minerals such as limestone or dolomite, giving rise to pores and fractures.
H2CO3 + CaCO3 →2HCO3 + Ca2+

3rd reaction

 In the cave, the water loses a part of CO2 disolved so CaCO3 precipitates as calcite or
aragonite.

2HCO3 + Ca2+ → CaCO3 + H20 + CO2



SEVERAL YEARS LATER…



Speleothems in Valporquero’s
Cave, León (Spain)

Postojna Cave , Inner Carniola 
(Slovenia)

M
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1.4. Initial stages of karstification

M
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Conduits are formed in:

Soluble rocks

Pure rocks

Solid rocks

To allow water percolation

To avoid that insoluble residues hinder rock dissolution

To prevent cave’s collapse

Surface and beneath karst



Main karst formations

M
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DOLINES

Circular shaped depressions with sloping walls due to
Erosion

Land subsidence
Diferent terms depending on physical features, but
sinkhole can be used for all of them

Pit cave. Doline connected with an underground cave

Cenote. Flood dolines
Poljés. Several dolines are joined which makes an
elongate valley that can be flooded

Main karst features

Karst valley Poljé

Doline

Underground
passagePit cave

Cave

Speleothems Cenote

Limestone dissolution originates the development of
karst landscape.

A collapse doline is formed when the cavern
ceiling is sunk.

1.4. Initial stages of karstification



1.5. Phreatic and vadose regime’s processes
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Hydrology determines the evolution and the development of karst systems because the water, that goes through
the rocks, degrades some morphologies and enlarges other ones, connects surface karst and beneath karst and changes
water table.

Both conduits and cavities under water table are permanently filled with water

KARSTIFICATION PROCESSES IN PHREATIC REGIMEN

Homogeneous rock dissolution

Irregularities due to the different materials in its range

Water table tubes

Water 
tableSaturated

zone

Water 
table

Saturated
zone

Water 
table tube

Phreatic conduit development



1.5. Phreatic and vadose regime’s processes
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KARSTIFICATION PROCESSES IN PHREATIC REGIMEN

After conduits development, a
new drainage network is formed,
changing water table to deeper
areas, so that conduits are filled
with air. This zone is called vadose
zone.

There are two vadose conduits:

By nesting

By encroachment

Following water table tubes

Made up by water courses without relation with the current conduit network

The first one that turn up

Bigger than nesting conduits

Do not show phreatic morphology

Could become like a well

New water 
table

Saturated
zone

Water 
table tube

Vadose conduit formation by nesting

Vadose
conduit

Vadose
zone



M
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Conduits selection

1.5. Phreatic and vadose regime’s processes

Karst is characterized by low surface runoff and high infiltrations that circulate in a hierarchical way, so that caves
are formed due to weathering and dissolution of karst conduits. Bit a bit, natural selection of bigger ones occurs, which
will give rise to caves in the future.

Natural selection of bigger 
conduits against smaller ones



1.6. Cavities’ evolution
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Cavities are the result of complex evolution where collapse, sinking and rock’s dissolution are combined so that
determine the age of a cave is complicated because traits and signs of previous phases have been lost. With dolines, their
presence determines the karst landscapes.

Cavities evolution:

Quick development

Energetic factor

Non-linear evolution

Several clogging and digging moments up until now 

Karstification is a destructive process

It depends on

Relief

Biomass (CO2)

Pluviometry

Weather’s evolution

Relief’s evolution

Plate tectonics

Erosion



1.7. Other processes of formation
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Travertines are porous rocks formed of calcium carbonate precipitation

TRAVERTINES

CONDUITS’ FILLING

Organic and inorganic materials are storaged along the surface of
water table tubes which have been originated due to physical and
chemical erosion of carbonate rocks

Campillo’s travertine, Natural Park 
Castille La Mancha, (Spain)

It will be explained in the point “2.2. Karstic forms”



1.8. Non-karst cavities
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Similar karst phenomena

PSEUDOKARST

Must be taken into account:

Water solubility

Water ionic concentration

Water temperature

Evaporites

Quartzites

High solubility
Quickly cave’s formation
Ceiling cave usually collapses

Strong and resistant rocks
Low solubility
Rare disolution

Less strong than carbonate rocks

Fracture’s processes are quite common

Pseudokarst in sandstone. Carrizal 
and Barro rivers basin. Manabi

(Ecuador)

Halite and gypsum

Silicates



1.9. Karst landscapes’ evolution

M
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Bit a bit, water table tubes and vadose conduits are broadened, so that piezometric level falls until a balanced position is
reached.

Water table or piezometric level: upper boundary of groundwater zone 
where pore water pressure is the same that atmospheric pressure.

Plate tectonic changes riverbed Balance 
lost

River erodes its channel trying to become stable again

New water table levelKarst conduits, which did not show movement in the past, now support a
higher activity than before, widening.

Water table level



1.9. Karst landscapes’ evolution

M
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Piezometric level stable position over time promotes the widening of water table and vadose conduits.

Corchia Cave, 
Apuan Alps, Italy

Optymistychna Cave, Ucrania



MODULE 2:
THE EUROPEAN KARSTIC 

LANDSCAPE

2.2. Karstic forms
2.3. Karst and the Weather
2.4. Karstic panorama in Europe

2.1. Dissolution and karst



It is fundamental we understand the factors which control the interaction between 
the water and the rock to know and analyse both karst process and its result, karst 
landscape.

Vegacervera’s Sickles, 
León (Spain)
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Karst is defined as the calcareous landscape with a hilly relief which has
cracks and ridges and it is exposed to chemical weathering.

↑ karstification
High [CO2] dissolved (↑ water acidity)

Water movement

2.1. Dissolution and karst

Reversible

Dissolution processes continue with mineral precipitation
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EXOKARST

ENDOKARST

Constructive formsDestructive forms Mix forms

Poljés
Dolines

Glaciokarst
Karst valleys

Mogotes
Lapiaces
Karrens

Pit caves

Travertines and tobaceous
platforms

Decalcification trays

Caves, caverns and 
galleries

Speleothems
Conduit filling

2.2. Karstic forms
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2.2. Karstic forms EXOKARST D

DOLINES

Closed soil depresions

Circular base

Could form: Pits

Pit caves

Dissolution or collapse
of underground caves

Ponor Group of drains in a doline

Poljes Group of dolines(> 2 km)

Botton filled with insoluble materials that close fissures

Are flooded due to water table level is near the soil surface

Drain

Main destructive karst forms

Karst valley Poljé

Doline

Underground 
passage

Pit 
cave



M
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2.2. Karstic forms D

Doline Pit cave

Ponor Polje

EXOKARST
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GLACIOKARST

KARST VALLEYS

Wide surfaces of bare rock

High elevations

Water and ice masses have made up large canyons

Glaciokarst in Orjen

Duratón Sickles

Fluvial cracks on karst rock mass

Vertical walls act as a fluvial valley
Canyons

Sickles

Out of current water stream Blind valleys

2.2. Karstic forms DEXOKARST
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MOGOTES

Sharp, conical and piramyd reliefs after most of
rock has been dissolved

KARRENS

“Field of stones”

Blocks separete by channels as a result of soluble 
rock dissolution

PIT CAVES

Vertical conduits which connect both surface
and underground water flows

Exacerbated dissolution of a doline results in a 
pit cave

Deepness (high to low):
Pit caves

Pits

2.2. Karstic forms DEXOKARST
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Mogote Karren

Pit cave

2.2. Karstic forms DEXOKARST
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C

TRAVERTINE AND TOBACEOUS PLATFORMS

Aerial CaCO3 precipitation

Chemical processes

Bacteria’s and plants’ 
decomposition

Travertines

Tobas

Calcite platforms as a result of water flow
satured in minerals came to rock surface

Similar to

Cascade

Steps

Travertine formation

Tobaceous platform

2.2. Karstic forms EXOKARST
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M

DECALCIFICATION TRAYS

Mixed forms with depression shapes

Clays
Filling materials

Iron oxides
From karst bedrock erosion

Decalcification tray filled with clay

2.2. Karstic forms EXOKARST
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2.2. Karstic forms ENDOKARST D

CAVES, CAVERNS AND GALLERIES

Underground conduits

Formed by the widening of some discontinuities

Joints

Bedding planes

PorosityEnormous variability

Blue Cave (Croatia) Viento’s Cave (Spain) Collepardo Cave (Italy)
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C

SPELEOTHEMS

Have been formed inside caves due to CaCO3 precipitation

Are classified as

Stalactites

Stalagmites

Columns

From ceiling cave

Stalactite water dropping

From joining together a stalactite and a stalagmite

Speleothems in Oñati’s Cave (Spain) 

2.2. Karstic forms ENDOKARST
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C

CONDUITS FILLING

Related to

Dissolution Limestone dissolution + small collapses

Diverse materials like organic remains of both plants and animals or decalcification residues fill conduits.

Dissolution

Collapse

Sinking

Dolines SINKHOLES

Collapse Cave’s ceiling collapses

Dropout Inmminent or progressive breakage before cave´s ceiling collapses

Buried Deposit sinking

Caprock Insoluble materials avoid water’s penetration, collapsing in the end

Suffosion Subsidence of the soil due to its exposure to rainfall

2.2. Karstic forms ENDOKARST
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C

CONDUITS FILLING

Dolines’ categories

2.2. Karstic forms ENDOKARST
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2.3. Karst and the Weather
Weather is an essential factor for karst processes, so that it influences both water availability and temperature.

Pluviometry ↑ water volume ↑ rock dissolution

Degrades or wides current morphologies
Conects inside and outside karst forms

Changes water table level

Hydrologic
network

Temperature ↓ water temperature ↑ rock dissolution

High CO2 disolved concentrationGlaciar water

Vegetation
↑ Plant density ↓ rock’s erosion

↑ karst disolution

CO2 catched by waterPhotosynthesis

Júcar’s Sickle (Spain)
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2.3. Karst and the Weather

Pluviometry

Temperature

Vegetation

+ Tectonic plates

Rock mass’ fragmentation due to tectonic processes
which occur both vertical and horizontal way

Discontinuities will generate fractures trough which
surface water will pass towards the rock.

Water’s movement: 

Gravity

Fractures’ size

Water’s speed

Water’s flow
+

Relief

It is needed that underground drainage be effective for karst landscape is development, due to carbonate rocks have 
variable proportions of insoluble minerals which need to be separated and to be pulled by water stream, and only it 
takes place when relief has got  slope.
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Tipos de karstificaciones según su ubicación 

Huge biological activity on
the ground

+

Soil’s acidification

TROPICAL

Temperature Humidity

High[CO2] in water

Destructive phenomenon

Intermediate levels

+

Exokarst and 
endokarst forms

COLD

Temperature

WARM

Temperature Humidity

2.3. Karst and the Weather
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2.4. Karstic panorama in Europe

1337635 km2 of limestone upwelling

LIMESTONE UPWELLINGS

21,8 % european surface

Europe

12 % global surface

Earth surface

All areas with notable rainfall and tropical or similar weather are prone to karstification, as long as a carbonate
massif is found.
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2.4. Karstic panorama in Europe

KARST SCENERIES

A: Mountain surfaces above 3000 m

B: Mountain surfaces above 2000 m

C: Mountain surfaces above 1000 m

D: Hills’ karst between 0 and 1000 m



Peaks of Europe (Spain)

Galbena Karst (Romania)



MÓDULO 3:
THE INTERIOR OF THE KARST 

3.2. Speleothems

3.3. The extraordinary troglofauna

3.4. Climate change and karst

3.1. The zoning of karst systems
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A. Absorption or infiltration zone

3.1. The zoning of karst systems
There are several zones inside and outside rock mass:

B. Vadose passage

C. Horizontal passage

D. Deep core



3.1. The zoning of karst systems

A. ABSORPTION ZONE

Superficial zone also know as epikarst

Intense dissolution processes
Climate

Pluviometry

Plate tectonics

Vegetation CO2

Joints

Promote water infiltration

Beggining of cave’s formation

B. VADOSE PASSAGE

Defined by
Fissures

Pit caves

Pit

Water erosion

Siltations
Collapses

Intercommunication among
some karst’s zones

M
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C. HORIZONTAL PASSAGE D. DEEP CORE

Karstification limit zone

There is not a clear limit

There are several changes insithe the rock mass

Usually delimits with water table zone
Galleries

Rooms
CaCO3 precipitation

Speleothems

It may appear Underground rivers, chimneys, 
siphons, etc

Stalactites’ dripping reveals that the cave is alive.

Caves are active when water goes through them and 
formation and development processes take place

The base of the karstification zone is found at a
depth of 250 m in the Dinaric Alps region
(Bosnia Herzegovina).

Depends on
Type of rock
External factors

M
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3.1. The zoning of karst systems



A. Absorption zone

B. Vadose passage

C. Horizontal passage

D. Deep core

Karst zones

M
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3.1. The zoning of karst systems



The water from aquifers is one of the mains of fresh
water to all population, being 50 % of whole water used
in some European countries.

It is important taking into consideration the aquifers´
vulnerability due to pollutants which go through soil
fissures.

COST 620 Action has been established into the European framework, 
with the purpose of conserve European karstic aquifers.

M
3

3.1. The zoning of karst systems



3.2. Speleothems
They have been developed as a result of chemical precipitation of several minerals from carbonate rocks.

Acidified water Carbonate rock’s dissolution The water leaves the rock slowly

CO2 freed

CaCO3 precipitationSpeleothems’ formation

Water fluidity [CO2]

Their growth is not constant

↑ growth

↑ water infiltration

↓ temperature ↑  growth in winter

No air streams

Speleothems’s formation

M
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Speleothems’ length growth is opposite to their thickness growth.

Stalactite with 2 m of length
and 40 cm of diameter?

Stalactite: 5 mm during 10 years

About 150000 years

3.2. Speleothems

They must not be touched
because their conservation is

so important.
The seismic vibrations could break them.

M
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The most characteristic speleothems in a cave

Stalactites
Stalagmites

Columns
Draperies 

Flowstones 

Platelets 
Fibrous formations
Other formations

M
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3.2. Speleothems



Cylindrical forms

STALACTITES

STALAGMITES

Grow from cave’s ceiling by dripping

Thin deposit pf aragonite or calcite around stalactite’s drop

Drop’s trip
Outside the rube

Inside the tube Length growth

Thickness growth

Conical forms Extended dripping
From cave’s ceiling

From stalactite

COLUMNS

Stalactite and stalagmite’s ends are joined

M
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3.2. Speleothems



Stalactite

Stalagmite

Column

M
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3.2. Speleothems



Sheet form

DRAPERIES

FLOWSTONE

Suspended from cavities’ ceiling

CaCO3 deposits over cave’s wall when drops were slipped

PLATELETS

Mantle morphology In zones where water is rich in minerals

Layers’ superposition

Thin calcite plates over smal lakes’ surface They are sunk when are too big

FIBROUS FORMATIONS

Pompons Small acicular morphologies

M
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Garlands Pompons’ groups

3.2. Speleothems
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Draperies Flowstone

PomponsPlatelets

3.2. Speleothems



Cave pearls

OTHER FORMATIONS

Fragment on which CaCO3 layers are stuck

M
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Formations similar to spirals with few development
Changes in its surface tensions

Weak air streams

Coralloid
structures Small accumulations formed by spheres arranged next to each other

Helictites Multidirectional growth speleothems

Moonmilk Accumulations of matte white microscopic crystals

Scabs Compact structures formed by several layers of minerals over red clays

Tipos de formaciones excéntricas

3.2. Speleothems
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Cave pearls Coralloid strictures

MoonmilkHelictites

3.2. Speleothems
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SPELEOTHEMS’ MINERALS

Mineral Formula Origin Speleothems Picture

Aragonite CaCO3

Primary mineral 
formed when there is
a high concentration
of Mg2+ in the water

Stalactites, stalagmites,
columns, flowstones, 
draperies, helictites,

Coraloid structures, pompons,
garlands and scabs

Calcite CaCO3

Primary mineral 
formed when
aragonite is
transformed

Stalactites, stalagmites,
columns, flowstones, 

draperies,

Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2

Primary mineral 
formed when
aragonite is
transformed

Pompons, moonmilk and 
scabs

Magnesite MgCO3 Primary mineral Moonmilk and scabs

Gypsum CaSO4·2H2O Primary mineral Scabs

3.2. Speleothems



3.3. The extraordinarian troglofauna
There are detritivorous, root and predatory
underground animals inside caves, which are
studied by Biospeleology.

Evolution species

Troglofauna

M
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Biospeleology is a brach of Biology dedicated to
teh stydy of caves’ organisms, called
troglofauna.

Adverse weather Found refuge inside caves
Epigean origin

Living fossils Keep ancestral features

Trogophiles Can inhabit out if weather conditions and suitable

Trogloxenes Come into the cave when there is bad weather but they have not got any cavern features

Stygobites Stygophyles Stygoxenes

Deep aquatic environments Surface and subterranean aquatic environments Trawling fauna

Hydraphaenops vasconicus, endemic
coleopterous from Basque Country

Troglobites Obligatory cavernicoles



3.3. La The extraordinarian troglofauna
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Slow adaptative process

Underground colonization

Refuge’s search during adverse weather

Body elongation
Appendicular elongation
Physiological changes
Etological changes
Low metabolism
Low longevity Depigmentation

Ocular atrophy
Wings’ loss

Structural reductions

Speciation

Genetic isolation due to
physical barriers

Small founder populations Endemic species
MICROEVOLUTION

Endemism is referred to that taxon wich has a
limit and unique distribution in the planet.

Endemisms of Basque Country

Munidopsis
polymorpha Cyclopodia sp.



3.4. Climate change and karst
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Strong weathering

Pleistocene and Holocene

Successive climatic stages of cold-heat and h

Cliffs

Karst landscapes’ conservation

Nowadays

Escala geológica

Tourist attraction
Freshwater’s source

Aquifers

Are threatened by contamination



MODULE 4:
CAVITIES IN VOLCANIC 

MATERIALS

4.2. Igneous rocks’ basics concepts

4.3. Lava tubes description and origin

4.4. Other cavities

4.5. Volcanic cavities in Europe

4.1. Introduction



4.1. Introduction
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Volcanoes are related with natural heritage

Volcanoes are part of a highly dynamic morphogenetic phenomenon due to both their geomorphological effect and 
reorganizing’s capacity of the ground on the area in which they are developed. 

Biodiversity

Geodiversity

Hydrodiversity

Life’s forms and their relations

Geological formations

Water plays an essential role 



4.1. Introductions
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Volcanoes’ geological aspects

Extrusive magmatic activity

Are associated with volcanism zones
Island arcs

Rifts

Crust ruptura followed by
magma rise

VOLCANO’S ACTIVITY

Continental crust

Oceanic crust

Gases Lava 
(molten material)

Tephra
(solid material)

ViscousFluid

Eruptions
Explosive

Effusive

Lava tubes’ formation

Lava flows



4.2. Igneous rocks’ basic concepts
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Igneous or magmatic rocks are originated as a consequence of magma´s cooling and solidification. Magma rises 
and when it is cooled (outside or below the surface) it crystallizes and solidifies, originating the igneous rocks.

IGNEOUS ROCKS

Plutons Volcanic Hypabyssal

Magma is cold and solidified
below planet crust
Slow cooling
Granite, diorite, gabbro
and peridotite

Quick cooling of magma
Crystals are not formed
Basalt, rhyolite, trachyte
and fonolite

Conduit filling when magma is
raising
Small crystals are formed
Pegmatite, diorite and 
diabase



4.3. Lava tubes’ description and origin
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• Igneous rocks are formed by insoluble minerals, so that lava tubes, which have a volcanic origin, have not been 
originated due to dissolution process as karst caves otherwise due to lava flows’ cooling. 

Lava volcanic tubes’ formation

Hydrogeological interest

Tubo volcánico de Guinea 
(España)



4.4. Other cavities
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Soil
Magma’s composition
Soil’s slope

Determine the volcanic conduits’ formation

Surface tubes

Lava channels The roof was not formed

Volcan pipes Lava’s retraction after its arrival to the surface

Pit crater Surface’s sinking after magma’s drainage

Volcanic joints Lava’s retractions where there are joints due to plates tectonic

Lava mols Lava flows around trees or dead animals, leaving individual’s shape when time passes

VOLCANIC TUBES
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4.4. Other cavities

Volcan pipe Pit crater

Volcanic joint Lava mold



4.5. Volcanic cavities in Europe
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Volcanic cavities are usually found in volcanic origin zones. There are several examples in the European area 
such as: the volcanic tubes in Canary Islands (Spain), the Geopark in Azores Islands (Portugal) or Mount 
Vesuvius in Campania (Italy).
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4.5. Volcanic cavities in Europe

Aslobas’ Cave Cave of La Luna

Los Bucios de Los Marteles’ Cave Los Verdes’ Cave

Canary Islands (Spain)
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Do Carvao’s Grotto

The Azores’ Geoparks

121 geosites
Almost 300 volcanic cavities

Caves

Fissures

Vila Franca do Campo’s Islet

4.5. Volcanic cavities in Europe The Azores (Portugal)

Grottos
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Pompeii

Mount Vesuvius (Naples)

Still active
The eruption of AD 79 

Pompeii

Herculanum

Mount Vesuvius from Naples

4.5. Volcanic cavities in Europe Campania (Italia)



ANNEX. MODULE 5:
EUROPEAN TOURIST CAVES



MODULE 5. ANNEX. European tourist caves

Speleotourism is one of the most traditional tourist modalities based on the
interest of people for caves either visiting them or learning about speleology.
During the last decades, Geoparks, areas which promote the protection and
use of geological heritage, have been become in a new tourist place.

M
5
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MODULE 5. ANNEX. European tourist caves

Belgium

Bulgaria

Czech Republic
Croatia
Cyprus
Denmark

Estonia

Austria

Finland

Germany

Greece

Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia

Lithuania

France

Malta

Poland

Portugal

Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain

Sweden

Netherlands

United Kingdom



Thanks for your attention!

EXIT



GEOTURISM GUIDE-INTERPRETER
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